The Krylon® Industrial Quik-Mark™ offering provides a complete line of Marking Paints for every application: gas, water, electrical, telecommunications, sewer/drain, and other utility lines, as well as proposed excavation, road, and survey markings.

Survey & Marking
MAKE YOUR MARK

Performance
Fast-drying formula penetrates and adheres to hot and cold surfaces

Convenient Spray-Thru™ cap

Non-clogging Spray tip

Spray tip excellent for writing

High-solids formulation for bold, bright, visible markings

Fluorescent & APWA colors

Water Based & Solvent Based

Available in 17oz and 22oz TALLBOY

NSPS
811
Nulca
Common Ground Alliance
Krylon® Industrial QUIK-MARK™ 17 oz
Available in both water-based and solvent-based formulations, the entire line of Quik-Mark Inverted Marking Paints is available in a variety of APWA and Fluorescent colors and sizes to meet all of your application needs.

Krylon® Industrial QUIK-MARK TALLBOY™ 22 oz
w/ HIGH PRODUCTION TIP
Designed specifically to increase the productivity and efficiency of all locators. The Tallboy provides 22 oz. of paint (29% more over 17 oz can) creating Less Trips to the Truck™, less cans to dispose of and less product to carry. With these benefits, surveyors & locators will be able to complete their jobs faster.

MARKING WANDS & CAN HOLSTERS
Our offering also extends to the best hand-held wands on the market. Constructed of durable, rugged plastic and lightweight steel, these wands are designed to improve efficiency by making application less tiring. The ergonomically enhanced, easy-touch pistol grip insures less finger fatigue, making the wand easy to handle while delivering a uniform stripe every time.

SP857 Blast ‘Em Wasp & Hornet Killer
Features
Will not harm most plastics, including Noryl, ABS and Lexan
98% knockdown, 100% kill within 24 hours
Sprays up to 20 feet
EPA reg. No. 67603-11-64695

SP856 Insect Repellant II
Features
Effectively repels mosquitoes, black flies, chiggers, deer flies, ticks, gnats, stable flies, and fleas.

SPOTTER WAND & CAN HOLSTER
Includes Flag-holder
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